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4K/HD Multi Purpose Camera 4K  HDR  

UHL-43 Multi-Purpose UHD/HD Digital Camera 

The UHL-43 is a 4K/HD Multi 
Purpose Camera that allows 
users to operate in HD while 
preparing for future 4K production. 
It is equipped with HD/3G-SDI 
formats as standard, and can be 
upgraded to a 4K/12G-SDI 
camera with the purchase of a software license. Employing the same sensors 
as the UHK-430/435 “UNICAM XE” series cameras, the UHL-43 produces 
superb high quality images. In addition, due to its compact one-piece form 
factor, it is suitable for pan-tilt camera systems and monitoring cameras that 
shoot their subjects from various angles. 

  

https://www.ikegami.co.jp/img/uhl43/UHL-43_FLYER_EN_SELF_03.pdf


 

New Sports 200 Heavy-duty Tripod Legs 

The SPORT 200 offers an outstanding 
torsional rigidity and its innovative and new 
design aluminum profile angled and shaped 
to ensure maximum strength, holding up to 
200 Kg (441 lbs) load while weighing only 
10,5 kg (23 lbs). 
A special attention has been devoted to 
materials of this HDT, enduring harsh weather 
conditions, rain, dust, moisture and extreme 
temperatures. The center brace drives a 
telescopic mid-level spreader for a truss 
structure stable in any environment. 
Set up is fast and comfortable, each leg has 
an engraved second stage, positive rotary locking knobs and safety pins 
while the bubble level is located on the side of the platform. 
The upper stage accepts classic Mitchell flat base heads and the 4 
standard Vinten bolts. The feet incorporate a stainless steel spike for soft 
terrains and a pivoting rubber pad for flat surfaces. 
 

P70 Steering PEDESTALS 

The STEERING P70 Pedestal is a new 
version of the bestselling P70, a portable 
and compact steering system for both 
studio applications with a super-smooth 
drive for easy travelling and OB 
applications. 
Extremely stable, yet lightweight, the P70 
delivers a superb performance with any 
camera/lens combinations up to 75 Kg 
(165 lbs). 
 


